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Short Fiction, Flash Fiction, Microfiction

By definition, short fiction does not go on for very long. It could be counted
in words, as in Ernest Hemingway’s apocryphal six-word story “For sale:
baby shoes, never worn.”1 Or it could be measured by the sentence, as in
Augusto Monterroso’s “El Dinosaurio,” widely regarded as one of the
world’s shortest stories: “Cuando despertó, el dinosaurio todavía estaba
allí” (“When he/she/it awoke, the dinosaur was still there”).2 Or in letters
and symbols, as in fiction published on Twitter in posts limited to 140
characters. Microfiction has been categorized as fiction less than a hundred
words, flash fiction less than 750words, short-short stories as long as several
pages. Words that flash, stories in micro: short fiction forms highlight the
relational and seemingly paradoxical experiences of reading as an embodied
process in time and space. Short forms have a long history of creating
something like a world within a word, or six or seven, a feeling conveyed
in the famous slip in a letter from Martha to Henry Bloom: “I called you
naughty boy because I do not like that other world.”3

However defined, shortness is a constraint that may seem inadequate to
the complex problems that occupy so much of twenty-first-century fiction.
Studies in fiction have tended to center on the novel to track important
aesthetic innovations and theorize the relation of fiction to ecological and
social time scales so immense they exceed human perception and under-
standing. How an artwork may render large scales of time and geopolitical
space sensible – or at least, imaginable – to human perception has long been
a core aesthetic problem. Contemporary art forms and modes of thought
attest to the urgency of identifying the global patterns and practices that
nourish or degrade our worlds. How can it be that humanity is on the verge
of planetary devastation but largely proceeds as though climate change were
itself a fiction? How can storytelling illuminate what Rob Nixon has
described as the racial-environmental “slow violence” inflicted in devastat-
ing but pointedly unspectacular ways, across vast geographies and within
microscopic living cells?4
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This chapter considers how twenty-first-century short fiction has shown
itself remarkably powerful in its depictions of the long arcs and wide spans
of interrelated problems generated by empire, global racial capitalism, envir-
onmental degradation, transnational labor and international migration, land
rights, intersectionality, climate change, war, and technology. Short fiction
may invoke larger scales of time and space quickly through citation, by
making intertextual links to wider bodies of work and broader possibilities
within contemporary fiction. Moreover, short fiction can be a major con-
tributor to ongoing debates of the past few decades over literary representa-
tion and world-system circulation at large spatial and temporal scales –

debates that have relied most heavily on the novel to conceptualize genre
fiction and world literary systems.5 From the short to the flash to the micro,
in print and online, twenty-first-century fiction writers have been experi-
menting with the capacity of brevity to generate new directions in US fiction.
Short fiction encapsulates global patterns and stages the interrelationality of
time scales through its own narrative acts of scaling.

Short Fiction, Long Scales

The pervasiveness of short forms within twenty-first-century digital environ-
ments may seem to reinforce the presumption that short form enables short
attention spans, as critics point to the forms of buzzwords, sound bites,
talking points, text messages, FB posts, Instagram, GIFs, tweets and retweets
that make up an “Age of Distraction.”6 By contrast, novels may require
longer spans of attention and construct more complex temporalities by
manipulating narrative lengths and reading duration. Reading science fiction
novelist Kim Stanley Robinson’s nearly 2,000 page–long Mars trilogy
(1993–1996), for instance, Lindsay Thomas argues that the sheer length of
Mars enables its narration of climate change as a set of heterogeneous,
ongoing, and intersecting human and nonhuman temporalities, in direct
contrast to the media of US disaster preparedness scenarios, which represent
disasters as discrete and requiring “detached” and immediate responses that
maintain the status quo.7

Large scales of time and space seem to promise the conceptual power to
address big problems, leading to debates over the maximalist novel, systems
novel, “mega-novel,” encyclopedic novel, modern epic, or the global novel.
Consider the related debates over the Anthropocene in contemporary fiction
studies: coined in 2000 by a chemist and a biologist, the Anthropocene is a
proposed epoch of geologic time to highlight humanity’s role in planetary
changes, affirming “humanity and planet as interdigitating concepts of
time.”8 Both globality and the Anthropocene could be addressed in
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potentially any literary form. But, as Ursula K. Heise observes in her essay on
science fiction and the Anthropocene, “most of these studies” on literary
form and large scales of time and space focus on how “literary forms – the
novel above all –might be able to accommodate the spatial scale and cultural
heterogeneity of an entire planet.”9 These big ideas take time, and long-form
fiction seems to have more of it.
Compounding the preoccupation with the contemporary novel form is the

short story’s “long-standing theoretical neglect” in general.10 Major literary
prizes have also participated in the soft devaluing of the short story and short
story cycle form. That sentiment is encapsulated in this two-sentence-long
story by flash fiction writer Lydia Davis:

I was recently denied a writing prize because, they said, I was lazy. What they
meant by lazy was that I used too many contractions: for instance, I would not
write out in full the words cannot and will not, but instead contracted them to
can’t and won’t.11

The Man Booker Prize, the Pulitzer Prize, and the National Book Critics
Circle award have not had separate categories for novels and short stories,
and short story collections overwhelmingly lose against novels. Even sympa-
thetic book prize jurors have written to reflect on why the odds have been
stacked against this “little Cinderella genre” from making it to the palace.12

It has been left to genre-specific prizes in science fiction, fantasy, mystery,
romance, or horror to reliably promote short fiction.13

The vaunted rise of MFA workshops has been crucial to short fiction
genres, especially the short story cycle, a sequence of stories that are both
autonomous and interrelated.14 With MFA programs “steeped” in the short
story as their “primary pedagogical genre form,” the short story and short
story cycles have wide readerships and are ubiquitous to twenty-first-century
fiction.15 Yet short fiction remains under-theorized in contemporary fiction
studies: one critic of the short story cycle calls it “the most neglected and the
least well understood of the major genres in American literature.”16

With notable exceptions, authors cross and remix writing across genres
more capaciously than genre-based studies and book-classifying markets
tend to acknowledge. Meanwhile, writers describe single-authored short
story collections as less marketable than novels (though anthologies can be
highly profitable, such as Penguin’s American short stories list and Norton’s
Sudden Fiction series). Viet Thanh Nguyen has recounted how his breakout
reputation as a serious literary author was made with his Pulitzer Prize–
winning novel The Sympathizer, although he had initially hoped to sell his
short story collection The Refugees, which he’d spent seventeen years
writing:
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My agent had the collection of short stories, and he said “Oh, I love it, but you
really need to write a novel to sell in New York,” which is what everybody
says, so I wrote the novel.

Only after the enormous success of the novel did his agent sell The Refugees,
knowing it would be more valuable and marketable when it could ride on
the novel’s success.17

After his 2015 novel came the 2016 nonfiction book Nothing Ever Dies,
his 2017 collection The Refugees, and his 2018 edited collection of short
essays, The Displaced: Refugee Writers on Refugee Lives, which redirects
the marketing momentum into humanitarianism, with the publisher’s pledge
to donate $25,000minimum to the International Rescue Committee (IRC), a
humanitarian aid, relief, and development nongovernmental organization
that works with refugees and displaced persons.

Nguyen’s story about publishing The Refugees resonates with one Amy
Tan tells about The Joy Luck Club (1989), which she envisioned more as a
short story collection inspired by Louise Erdrich’s Love Medicine.18 But her
publisher insisted it be marketed as a novel: the compromise on the cover
identified it as a “first work of fiction.”19

Perhaps in belated recognition of wider literary trends, 2013was a notable
year for short fiction. Alice Munro won the Nobel Prize for Literature, as
the only author to write exclusively short stories to win the prize.20 And
Davis won the Man Booker International Prize that same year. Indeed,
short-form fiction has been a key site of literary experimentation in the late
twentieth and early twenty-first century, as digital technologies diversify its
forms and modes of circulation. Contemporary venues include Twitter, Inc.;
Kindle Singles and Audible (owned by Amazon); YouTube (acquired by
Google, Inc.); and start-up mobile apps such as Hooked, which promotes
“chat lit.”21 Without giving way to technophilia, such developments com-
bine the desire for newness in literature and global capitalism with the
potential to change the way we make, circulate, access, and experience an
old form – short fiction – in twenty-first-century contexts. And despite genre
critics’ commiseration over theoretical neglect, short fiction is widely dis-
cussed in twenty-first-century literary studies in ways that show less concern
with strong genre definitions than in the impressive generic flexibility of
short forms and big concepts.

As a verb, scaling transforms: we can scale objects up and down, we can
encounter a concept as mammoth and as micro. A devotion to the large and
not the small is to miss the full complexity of both. One can look to two
recent special issues of the journal New Literary History as registers of new
attention to scaling and its effects, or affordances, across literary forms,
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genres, histories, and methodologies. The desire to make social sense of
literary scaling leads the editors of “Writ Large” to speculate on intellectual
pathologies such as “megalophobia” or “the pervasive suspicion in contem-
porary intellectual life concerning the big picture.”22 The editors of “In
Brief” likewise attempt to make social sense of literary scaling in the frames
of pathology (“Brevity seems like a new disease”)23 and futurity (“While the
twentieth century’s promise of prosperity was often outsized – titanic ships,
megahomes, and SUVs – the twenty-first century offers tiny forms for a
microsized life: ever-shrinking communication devices, eco-friendly tiny
homes, nanoscale robotic particles attached to cancer drugs”).24 Of course,
the idea that we attend to either the large or the small is a false choice: one
cannot be thought without the other. Scale, after all, engages fundamental
questions of writing, reading, form, materiality, and conceptualization.

A Brief History of US Short Fiction

A brief literary history of the US short story may be in order here. Susan
Lohafer observes that the modern short story developed within the
nineteenth-century print economy as a way for writers to get paid and for
newspapers to sell copies and advertising space. Several high points in short
story literary history followed: Edgar Allen Poe’s 1842 review of Nathaniel
Hawthorne’s Twice Told Tales (1842) established a theory and method for
the short story as a distinct genre aimed at achieving a “single effect.”25 And
the “little” magazines founded in the 1920s US South nurtured short story
writers and the New Criticism in sometimes mutually reenforcing ways to
make new critical modes of analysis the default for the teaching of literature
and the short story form a preferred artifact for literary analysis.
The New Yorker, established in 1925 as a highbrow humor magazine,

became the preeminent forum for short stories after World War II. TwoNew
Yorker stories published in 1948 highlight two major directions for the
genre: J. D. Salinger’s “A Perfect Day for Bananafish,” the story of a war
veteran on honeymoon (with a wife and mother-in-law he loathes) who kills
himself, and Shirley Jackson’s “The Lottery,” the story of a small New
England town whose annual ritual is to select one of its own to be stoned
to death by the community. Lohafer sees the short story as veering at times in
the direction of Salinger – “toward the urgency of the lyric . . . where form
renders feeling”26 – and at other times, toward Jackson, “the polish of the
riddle,” chaos economically ordered into “a paradigm of truth.”27 The short
story form can gain complexity through compression: it opens realms of
psychic interiority and gives shape to a system of power, or pulls at these two
directions in formally experimental ways.
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In the 1970s–1990s, the short story cycle became crucial to the enormous
increase in the publication of multiethnic US literature. One critic credits the
cycle’s prominence among African American, Native, Latin@, Arab
American, and Asian American writers to the way it “invites tensions
between reality and fiction and between multiple traditions” of storytell-
ing.28 Writers of the period include Alice Walker, Toni Morrison (with
“Recitatif”), Toni Cade Bambara, Gayl Jones, James Baldwin, Rudolfo
Anaya, Leslie Marmon Silko, Louise Erdrich, Sherman Alexie, Sandra
Cisneros, Junot Díaz, Edwidge Danticat, Jamaica Kincaid, Julia Alvarez,
Bharati Mukherjee, Jhumpa Lahiri, Joseph Geha, Evelyn Shakir, and many
more. These writers variously engaged with the post–civil rights movement
and histories of racial violence and accommodation within the United States,
as well as the rise of the category “ethnic writer,” and of neoliberal global-
ization and diasporic, transnational imaginaries. Susan Koshy’s concept of
“minority cosmopolitanism,” for example, names one way to reconcile
ethnic studies and minoritarian critique to world literature and theories of
cosmopolitanism.29 Much of this short fiction grapples with how to accom-
modate large scales of history and geography via diaspora, migration, ethnic
formation and erasure, cosmopolitanism, transnationalism, and the subjects
who forge a present amid “imperial debris,” to invoke Ann Stoler.

This project continues in twenty-first-century American short fiction.
Long Le-Khac points to the formal possibilities the short story cycle offers
for narrating transnational communities in his reading of Aimee Phan’s short
story cycle We Should Never Meet (2004), which takes the story cycle form
rooted in regionalist fiction emphasizing local community but adapts it “to
tell stories of transnational displacement” from French colonization and US
war in Vietnam.30 Such fiction activates potentialities of the form while
transforming literary conventions around how to narrate transnational
migration. Dina Nayeri’s “The Ungrateful Refugee” (2019) reflects on her
own refugee migrations through her university course on American “out-
sider fiction,” with short stories by Bernard Malamud, Flannery O’Connor,
Bharati Mukherjee, and James Baldwin, as an exercise in theorizing canon
formation no less than the burdens of refugee gratitude.31

The transnational circulation of twentieth-century short fiction and micro-
fiction in translation has influenced US short-form fiction significantly, if one
considers the fiction of Franz Kafka, Bertold Brecht, Italo Calvino, Naguib
Mahfouz, Julio Cortázar, and others. Among them, Argentine writer Jorge
Luis Borges is a key figure. Written mostly in the 1930s–1950s and gaining
international recognition during the so-called Latin American Boom gener-
ation of the 1960s and 1970s, Borges’s stories conceive of the philosophical
and material conundrum that is the universe.32 In “The Aleph” (1945), the
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narrator Borges looks into a cellar hole only a “little more than an inch” in
diameter, but where every act in the universe could be seen – an experience
free from the referential and sequential operation of language:

In that single gigantic instant I saw millions of acts both delightful and awful;
not one of them [. . .] occupied the same point in space, without overlapping or
transparency. What my eyes beheld was simultaneous, but what I shall now
write down will be successive, because language is successive.33

What follows is a brilliant anaphoric sequence of impossible simultaneity
seen in the Aleph. Borges’s Aleph is both simultaneous and sequential:
“aleph” is precursor to the Greek “alpha” and named for the first letter in
Semitic languages of Arabic, Hebrew, Syriac, Phoenician, and Aramaic.
Inspired by texts such as Alf Layla wa Layla (1,001 Nights), the fantasy is
an access to the universe that is free of duration.
If the short form depicting long scales tries to “capture” a moment, it will

similarly be difficult not to notice how small is the container for such big
content. In thinking about the heterogeneity of temporalities and of spatial-
ities that narrative fiction engages, issues operate at global and planetary
scales because they operate at the small scales of ordinary, lived realities,
such as in the activity between a toxic chemical and the living cell in a single
body. Short forms, in this analogy, might open up ways to register the global
in the cellular.

Short Origin Stories of the Universe

Narrating the enormity of the universe in a short story is a mode of aesthetic
compression that has its own tradition in parable or aphorism. To narrate
the origins of the universe or a similarly Great Thing as a short story,
however, raises temporal issues drawn from the longer genres of epic, novel,
or tragedy. Science fiction and fantasy writer N. K. Jemisin uses genre
mash-ups to activate multiple time scales in her 2016 piece “The City Born
Great.”34

In the story, New York City is actually a living breathing biological entity
that gestates for unpredictable durations of time before a chosen midwife
helps it get born. Afterward, “the cord is cut and the city becomes a thing of
its own, able to stand on wobbly legs and do . . . well, whatever the fuck a
living, thinking entity shaped like a big-ass city wants to do.” Jemisin
literalizes metaphors of urban development and renewal to challenge gentri-
fication and the targeting of poor and racialized residents. The city’s chosen
midwife and avatar is a young, houseless black New Yorker who promises
to “sing and paint and dance and fuck and cry the city before I’m done,
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because it’s mine.” The city’s birth begins when inhabitants and travelers
cause enough tears in the fabric of the city to begin the “separation.” If it
survives its own birth, the city will keep on struggling against ancient forces
and eventually grow weary and die. The city is “at war with a cosmic
monster” inspired by H. P. Lovecraft’s Cthulhu, a “tentacled thing” that
in Jemisin’s story “takes the form of a cop with too many eyes, arms, and
legs.”35 Even as Jemisin vaults the city to a cosmic timescale, the metropolis
of millions becomes a single injurable life form inseparable from the human
singer of its “birthsong.”

Using the short to tell the long is the narrational mode of Rachel
B. Glaser’s “Pee on Water” (2010). Time shuttles forward in the story, in
echoes of Rick Moody’s “Boys” (2001), but on a planetary scale. The story
is a mash-up of historiographic, scientific, and literary styles that deflate or
parody the long-held conventions for representing Grand-Scale History. It
reads like a perverse chronicle of evolutionary and technological progress,
an unflattering timeline of the development of human complexity delinked
from ideas of progress or perfectibility.

The short, present-tense declarative sentences that comprise the story
play on the style of Dick-and-Jane readers and parodies the timeline as
historiographic genre and progress as political ideology. The story indirectly
highlights the imperial, patriarchal, racial, political ideas of the human.

But Glaser doesn’t write a counter-narrative to correct the record. What
gets told, what gets skipped over, what series of achievements gets included –

this is where Glaser plays with the absurdity but also the possibility of telling
a coherent narrative of time since the start of Earth: “Atoms bump and
lump. Birds have sex. Bears have sex. The sun gets better at setting. Monkeys
play with sticks.”36 There’s a collation of what we call “telling details,”
otherwise deemed insignificant but for their ability to make some bigger
subject memorable. It becomes a funny way to explain long time scales: the
line “The sun gets better at setting,” for example, deftly pokes fun at human
perception, in which the sun revolves around the human. The sun doesn’t get
better at moving, of course, but the view that sees a sun “set” or “rise”
begins and gets entrenched as the metaphor of scientific observation, telling
us more about the observation than it does about the observable object.

The rhetorical thread pulling the short story across long time scales is the
biological need for release that can also become an act for marking territory,
demonstrating power, disciplining bodies: “They pee on grass. Pee on dirt.
Pee on snow . . .. Early men paint, cry, stare into fire meditatively. Pee on
grass. Pee on dirt . . .. Men feel cool playing the lute. They pee in private”
(516–519). The closest moment to a plot development concerns the inventor
of the toilet, who “wants a machine that will whirl it all invisible.”
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But “a smell creeps out of the pipes. The inventor’s friends laugh” (520).
Infrastructure lags, but soon, “Everyone begins to pee on water,” even as
people continue to pee on grass (520–521). It is a narrative of human
progress told through the organs for sex and waste.
From there comes the strongest urges for power and repression: the short

story makes quick shifts between the silliness of learning to urinate on water
and the distress of statements describing how humans get educated into sex
and sexual assault, as in one sentence about fifth-grade boys showing fifth-
grade girls a porn tape featuring an assault, where “A boy laughs. A girl tries
it out, laughs a little too” (521). Meanwhile, “On New Year’s, everyone
looks funny in their 2020 glasses, 2050 glasses, 2086 glasses” (523). The
sheer redundancy of “pee on water” gives a long, flat view of humanity as
the changing same, resistant to meaningful transformation.

The Long Arcs of a Short Life: Self-Citation, Transnational Labor,
and Narratives of Migration

“It took Arnold six and a half seconds to fall five hundred feet.” Danticat’s
opening line to her 2018 stand-alone short story in the New Yorker,
“Without Inspection,” starts with the freefall of Arnold, a Haitian migrant
who loses his footing on a scaffold while he works on the construction of a
high-rise Miami hotel, his body “sliding out of his either loosened or broken
safety harness.”37 Plot development is grim and short: beyond those six and
a half seconds, Arnold lands in the drum of a cement mixer truck, is found
nearly dead, and holds on to life between morning and the midday news
broadcasts. The narration ends with his “half-consciousness” surveying the
scene of news crews, bystanders with smart phones, and officials prepared to
read statements about his “tragic death.”
“Without Inspection” occurs in a short time at one location, it is focalized

through one character, and the narration of his thoughts revolve mostly
around his life; Darline, the woman who rescued him from shore and
became his lover; and her son, Paris. Nonetheless, it is expansive in two
major ways: First, it draws on formal techniques used in novels of globaliza-
tion. Second, it is a stand-alone short story that acts like a linked one in a
short story cycle, implicitly referencing the larger body of the author’s work
so that the short story participates within the bigger fictional world and
historical imagination of Danticat’s fiction and nonfiction. My reading
highlights the intertextuality of minifictions across Danticat’s work in ways
resonant with Lauro Zavala’s concept of “dispersed short stories,” where
short stories are not stand-alone texts but instead are fictions that can be
arranged by readers into different sections or fragments or minifictions
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across novels or multiple texts.38 This way of thinking redefines short stor-
ies through acts of reading, shaped by “a reader’s engagement with a mode
of generic textuality that resembles a conceptual art project.”39

In “Without Inspection,” Arnold’s narration contains multinational his-
tories, international migrations, and the broad sweep of capitalist invest-
ments and hotel industries alongside the uneven modes of precarity created
by the racist migration, detention, and deportation regime that migrant and
immigrant laborers must navigate. The story links itself to other nodes
within Danticat’s wider body of writing, sometimes by reconfiguring them.
The result is that one short story stands alone yet contains within it the
international and transnational threads, recursiveness, and accumulations of
meanings that create locales, themes, histories, plots, and characters in
her writing.

Its engagement with long scales of time and space happens in a scenario
where, according to cliché, one’s life is supposed to flash before one’s eyes.
There is no flashing: Arnold’s expansive powers of imagination take their
liberty with time – his will can elongate the time so that he feels free to
contemplate, to imaginatively visit his beloveds, to recount the moment
when Darline rescued him from the shore, to remember when Darline told
him about her own harrowing attempt to cross the sea with her husband,
who drowned in front of her, and her son, whom she pulled out of the water,
the boy forever changed by the experience, whose “mind had been partly lost
somewhere between the sea and the beach.”40

In falling from a great height and thinking to himself, “it was simpler to
be free. As free as this fall, which he had neither intended nor chosen,”
Arnold is linked to the Haitian father character Guy in Danticat’s short
story “A Wall of Fire Rising” (Krik? Krak!, 1995), where Guy launches
and then jumps out of a hot air balloon owned by the owners of the sugar
mill where he can only obtain occasional work cleaning latrines. Guy’s
thoughts of emasculation and frustration, his obsession with the freedom
of flight, fill the short story before he is in the air: the narration stays
on the ground looking up, the story’s end focalized through the perspec-
tives of his wife and son who watch in horror. “Without Inspection,” by
contrast, begins with the laborer falling and finding a kind of freedom in
the fall. He may be a partial echo of Guy as well as of the spectacular
“falling man” from the Twin Towers in NYC, and of Delillo’s 9/11 novel
of the same title. Danticat’s narration is focalized through the laborer’s
consciousness in a moment of violence that is spectacularized for a
moment – but that, unlike the falling man, will never achieve iconic status
or national importance.
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In his reflection on crossing the sea to reach US land, he and Darline
become the surviving counterparts to the two unnamed lovers in “Children
of the Sea” (Krik? Krak!). In that story, the young man, whose radio
activism makes him a political target, flees on a boat toward Miami but
never arrives, while the woman and her family stay in hiding. In “Without
Inspection,” Arnold may be the only one who survives a capsized boat. The
terror of drowning becomes a defining experience that Danticat evokes in
describing Arnold’s fall: in the drum of the cement mixer, he gasps for air
and tries to reach the sanctuary of the cement shaft as his body churns up
and down in the drum, threatening to suffocate him with the grout, pebble,
and sand, his blood streaking the mix. And yet it’s as if Arnold is calling back
to the lovers from “Children of the Sea.” In an echo of the young lovers’
refrain, “My love for you is endless as the sea” comes the line after his death,
“There are loves that outlive lovers. Some version of these words had been
his prayer as he fell.”41

Arnold remembers the moment when he is washed up on shore where
Darline quickly rescues him: “If you’d stayed, they would have taken you
to Krome,” she explains, “It’s a prison for people like us.” Krome is
another node in Danticat’s oeuvre: it is the detention center she describes
in her nonfiction memoir Brother, I’m Dying (2007), when her elderly
uncle uses his valid travel visa to travel from Port-au-Prince to the Miami
International Airport to declare his need for temporary asylum. Instead of
refuge, he is interrogated and sent to Krome, denied his necessary medica-
tions, and dies in the custody of the Department of Homeland Security, an
agency created after September 11, 2001. Again, it is a possible fate
that Arnold escapes: having entered the country “without inspection” or
official declaration of his intent to apply for asylum, Arnold circumvents
immigrant detention.
In Arnold’s ability to take his time is something that can only happen as he

is dying in a city where he was forced to live as if he did not take up any
space. Without “humanitarian parole” or any official status, he learned that
“technically, he wasn’t even here” (14). His own temporal daring becomes
that of the author-narrator’s:

He did not know how long this half-consciousness would last, his being able to
think and remember, so he wanted to keep pushing, to see how far he could
take it . . .. Arnold felt the time growing shorter, so he would not be going all
the way back to his childhood in Port-de-Paix. (12)

Nonetheless, Arnold pushes against the shortening time by remembering
when he was a “child servant in a household, given away by whoever had
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brought him into the world” (12). Arnold’s experience as a child of the
restavek system, as an unpaid servant who is supposed to receive care and
education by the family in exchange but is in practice vulnerable to abuse,
links him to Danticat’s characters including Claire from her novel Claire of
the Sea Light (2013), the daughter of a fisherman who makes his emotionally
wrenching decision to send her to live in the care of an important woman in
the town of Ville Rose, itself a place that recurs in Danticat’s earlier novel
The Dewbreaker (2004) and Krik? Krak!.

Arnold ends his conscious time with a visit to his death site, where he
hears reporters broadcasting the official statement issued by the con-
struction company and developer in time for the midday broadcasts:
“We are deeply saddened by the tragic death of Ernesto Fernandez,”
his subjectivity concealed by false corporate feeling and Arnold’s false
name (17–18).

The “six and a half seconds” of falling expands into most of the narra-
tive duration. Arnold’s impossible narration counters the large-scale soci-
etal patterns that, broken by design, go “without inspection”: migration
laws designed and enforced to deny asylum to Haitian nationals; labor and
safety laws designed to mean nothing without inspections and enforce-
ment; news media that present the liability-concealing official statement,
as if it were reportage of true facts; and the many interrelated histories,
large and small scale, international and regional, that vanish from the
public acknowledgment of a migrant worker whose official name remains
not his own.

Short-Range Vision and Global Militarized Atmospherics

Short fiction convention calls for a small number of characters and minimal
background – or atmospherics, to use a different metaphor. It may be that, in
exploiting or inverting these expectations, short fiction forms can most
provocatively depict the failure to accommodate narrative forms to the
systems and practices that organize human life and death-making in the
twenty-first century.

The US-led global war on terror – with its complex of war times, war
zones, and acts of war not named as such – is among the global forms of
violence that exceed the vocabulary and grammar of current political
imaginations. US writers are just beginning to reckon with how twenty-
first century US militarism is changing the generic scripts of American war
fiction, which have reinforced nationalist fantasies of melodrama or
revenge from at least the nineteenth-century frontier to contemporary
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drone killings potentially anywhere. One way to illustrate the aesthetic and
political challenge that the global war on terror poses for short fiction is to
take up the subject of the war in an explicit way, as a counter to unevenly
accessed knowledge about the war on terror in US publics – even by
politicians, veterans, drone pilots, intelligence agencies, guards, and private
security or service providers that most directly participate in its acts of
militarized violence.
The fiction I want to highlight in this section very deliberately refuses

documentary realism or melodrama, two main modes in US war fiction
focused on the soldier’s hell or effects on the home front. Opting out of the
explanatory power of fiction, these short stories instead track the after-
effects of “9/11” and the “war on terror” as if they were something in the
air that can be felt only without clarity, diffuse on a planetary scale but also
the stuff we breathe and become – what Teju Cole calls the “cruelties that
persist in the psychic atmosphere like ritual pollution.”42 Wars with no
clear names (How many times has “Iraq” been conflated with its historical
adversary, “Iran”?), no collective memories but as condensed into the
iconic “9/11,” no justifications that match the official record to its reality.
The vague and vast becomes a new non-language for the way war operates
with the dim awareness of so many, even those who fight in it. Saïd
Sayrafiezadeh’s “Paranoia” (2011), George Saunders’s “Home” (2011),
Teju Cole’s “Seven Short Stories about Drones” tweets (2013); his collab-
oratively tweeted, single-authored short story “Hafiz” (2014), and Zadie
Smith’s “Meet the President!” (2013) each contend with the aesthetic,
epistemological, and ontological problem of an unjust and undefined war
on terror by experimenting with ways to either challenge its vague atmos-
pherics or to more exaggeratedly render it.43

The opening line to Sayrafiezadeh’s “Paranoia” reads: “When April
arrived, it started to get warm and everyone said that the war was definitely
going to happen soon and there was nothing anybody could do to stop
it.”44 The narrator, a young man named Dean, ponders over speculations
and disagreements and analogies about “the war” in an accumulation of
clichés: the American people are mostly “on the same page” (4) about
cheering for the war, news programs keep Americans in the know by
reporting false information from military sources as “a deft misdirection
to fool the enemy” (27). The obvious media spectacle and nationalist
fantasies of “the war” saturate the public discourse: “The channels all
showed the same footage, and all the experts agreed: ‘Resistance was
futile.’ ‘Ladies and gentlemen,’ the newscaster said, ‘blink and you might
miss this war’” (27). Dean frequently indulges in masculinist hero fantasies
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of his day as simulations of a soldier at war. Riding a crowded city bus in
hot weather, he thinks his ten minutes must be what it was like for soldiers
in a foreign land. Watching news of American soldiers who landed at the
bottom of ten-thousand-foot-high mountains in order to go up and then
down them again, he doesn’t think what a Sisyphean or sadistic exercise it
was: instead, he wonders what it was like “to reach the summit.”

But the motif of “the war” runs through a story that isn’t supposed to be
about “the war” at all. “Paranoia” recounts the story of a long on-and-off-
again friendship between Dean, who describes himself as “blond and white,”
and Roberto, who is “dark–dark-skinned, dark-haired, from some village in
Chile that nobody’d ever heard of,” and, importantly, “alone and illegal” (5).
Dean’s quest to visit Roberto in the hospital becomes the occasion for Dean’s
experiences of Americanness as whiteness. In the end, Roberto is deported,
while his immigrant shoemaker with legal status boss proclaims to Dean that
the deportation hurts him as much as it must hurt Roberto. And the young
black man Dean had earlier met and dragged into an argument over whether
there would be a draft suddenly appears in a parade of new military recruits,
while Dean condescendingly calls after him, “I told you there wasn’t going to
be a draft!” (26).

Long before and after Tim O’Brien’s The Things They Carried (1990), the
veteran has been the central character in US war fiction. The veteran as
narrator informs a literary imagination of war that participates in the
political fiction that soldiers carry the primary burden and risk of war, with
little theorizing or historically informed critique of the modes and logics of
contemporary militarized violence.45 The short-form fiction that follows
explores the atmospherics of post-9/11 militarism within and beyond the
traditional confines of US war fiction.

Originally published in the New Yorker, Saunders’s “Home” (2011)
begins with a narrator visiting his working-class mom after some time. We
only learn he is a returning veteran when his mother’s lover greets him with
the question “What’s your worst thing you ever did over there?” The two
have never met. Mikey gets caught up on old news: his mother’s former lover
left her, she has cancer, she has a new lover who swears as freely as his mom
would if she weren’t changing her speech for the sake of her new church job,
his sister has a baby and lives somewhere nicer but her husband “is a hitter.”
Ma and her lover Harris turn out to be florid talkers and easy liars. When
they visit his sister, she corrects the record and reminds Mikey that he has an
ex-wife and children he has not yet visited since his return.

Mikey and his military service become things Ma and Harris can use in
their own conflicts: confronting the landlord over an eviction notice, Harris
invokes them as “the family of a hero,” and the landlord mumbles thanks to
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Mikey for his “service.”46 Service is a strange euphemism for the militarism
that made his leave and return so difficult. At the story’s climax, after the
family intervenes to stop his gathering rage, Mikey relents: “Okay, okay,
you sent me, now bring me back. Find some way to bring me back, you
fuckers, or you are the sorriest bunch of bastards the world has ever
known” (204).
In his second-person direct address, “you” could be you the family, you

the people, you the state. Saunders recalibrates the figure of the returning
veteran haunted by memories of war to ask where have they, and we as
publics, been sent? What has changed in the deformations of war since 2001,
and what is the line of continuity with the years 1900–2000, when not one
year was free of US military missions somewhere in the world (Dudziak)?
Can “we” bring ourselves “back,” and to what?
Saunders’s firm grip on the absurdity of American war is here in the

second-person address and the ordinary hurt and failure between people.
The formal experimentation of “Home” is quieter than in his absurdist
ghost-war novel Lincoln in the Bardo (2017), but its distancing techniques
highlight the despair, confusion, and deep absurdity that becomes sometimes
the truest way to understand war. In this “Home” continues a tradition
more akin to Joseph Heller’s novel Catch-22 (1961) or Ben Fountain’s novel
Billy Lynn’s Long Halftime Walk (2012) than it does to Tim O’Brien’s
collection The Things They Carried.
Cole brings the absurd into focus most explicitly through brevity in his

microTwitter fiction about drone strikes. With every major military oper-
ation comes technical innovation in devastation. For the twenty-first-century
war on terror, which innovated from the celebrated “smart bombs” and
“guided missiles” in the massive aerial bombardment of Iraq in the Gulf War
(1990–1991), that innovation has been the weaponized drone. Cole’s “Seven
Short Stories about Drones” (2013) consists of seven sequentially released
tweets (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 “Mrs. Dalloway” tweet by Teju Cole (2013) (Copyright © Teju Cole, used by
permission of The Wylie Agency LLC. With thanks to Kelsey Sheaffer for image reproduction.)
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Within a month, Cole published the tweeted lines as a single paragraph in
his New Yorker essay “A Reader’s War”:

Mrs. Dalloway said she would buy the flowers herself. Pity. A signature strike
leveled the florist’s. Call me Ishmael. I was a young man of military age. I was
immolated at my wedding. My parents are inconsolable. Stately, plump Buck
Mulligan came from the stairhead bearing a bowl of lather. A bomb whistled
in. Blood on the walls. Fire from heaven. I am an invisible man. My name is
unknown. My loves are a mystery. But an unmanned aerial vehicle from a
secret location has come for me. Someone must have slandered Josef K., for
one morning, without having done anything truly wrong, he was killed by a
Predator drone. Okonkwo was well known throughout the nine villages and
even beyond. His torso was found, not his head. Mother died today. The
program saves American lives.47

“Seven Short Stories about Drones” is limited to Twitter Corporation’s
140 maximum allowable characters per tweet. This compression highlights
the boundary between genres of war and peace by disregarding it: the
endings, like the drones, seem to come out of nowhere. The compression
also encapsulates the experience of social media content more generally, as
the jarringly incongruous content of the opening and the ending words in
each story is ready for an almost-simultaneous moment of reading.

Each “short story” also foreshortens what should be longer (as a novel)
and what should have been longer (as a human lifetime). Each story opens
with a line from canonical novels: Virginia Woolf’sMrs. Dalloway, Herman
Melville’s Moby Dick, James Joyce’s Ulysses, Ralph Ellison’s Invisible
Man, Franz Kafka’s The Trial, Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart, and
Albert Camus’ The Stranger. Each get cut violently into short stories by
the intrusion of a weaponized drone. The “short story” is one where
narrative development cannot happen because a US-initiated program to
freely kill people anywhere in the world scrambles the ending and cuts
it short. Cole relocates the drone killings from the Global South onto
the coordinates of canonical novels that circulate widely in US
and European university courses and are likely read by the same New
Yorker and The New York Times subscribers he identifies as part of
his readership.

The stories have a beginning and an end – but their extreme brevity violate
the rules of a storyworld not only in terms of character and story develop-
ment but in terms of a violent death that comes down from a zone of power
silently hovering miles above the ground, with not even the sound of a war
plane audible to the people below. It highlights the cruel grotesquery of
weaponizing spatial and temporal disjuncture itself – so that a pilot sits in
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a suburban strip mall office cubicle in somewhere-town USA to remotely fly
a weaponized drone above the heads of people in Afghanistan, Libya,
Yemen, Somalia, or Pakistan. As people show up on screen, the pilot
releases the bomb that instantly wreaks the most horrific brutality on human
bodies.
This digital microfiction project plays on high literariness and Cole’s lived

relationality to drone killing, as he makes clear in response to an interview
question about his “particular interest in drones”:

I know someone whose brother was a drone pilot and it didn’t kill him – but it
messed up his mind completely. You’re killing people. And you’re seeing them.
We do something called double tap – we go back and kill the rescuers. That’s
policy.48

In interviews and commentary, Cole suggests that “Seven Short Stories
about Drones” variously affirms literary community and criticizes its
assumed ethical center, and that it reiterates literary writing and writing on
social media as distinct registers that can inhabit the same space. Our
“comfort zone” appears to be a dark zone of disavowal: Cole’s account of
his project sees Twitter as a way to have small units of text not only
transport us out of our collective comfort zones but also to do so by
circulating those units of text at the global network scales made possible
by Twitter and its users.
Cole’s microfiction – including “Hafiz,” the short story he wrote and

then had a network of Twitter users tweet, line by line, with coordinated
timing to keep the story’s original narrative sequence – can be understood
in a wider literary experimentation with social media, where writers
“have an audience.” Lisa Siraganian’s reading of modernist Twitter
poetics, however, points out that “commercial platforms such as Twitter”
put the poetry that emerges there into “a commercial and legal gray area
in which an individual writer’s creation helps generate capital for massive
companies without that writer receiving reimbursement for her work.”
The point holds for prose as well as poetry. And, as she points out, the
very term “platform” – something we usually describe as being given to a
speaker to elevate her visibility and better project her voice – obscures
the profit and copyright dynamic that is really at work between the writer
whose artistic output gets monetized and commoditized into Twitter
profit (206).
Cole released these first lines of “Seven Stories about Drones” to an online

community constituted by social media networks in order to spotlight an
untouchable program of high-tech corporeal violence encapsulated in the
stories and in public discourse by the single word “drones.”
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Cole’s literary conceptualization of the Internet and of the novel form in
his 2014 Open City, whose publication occasioned his taking “a break”
from Twitter, are deeply linked. Maria Bose argues that his digital storytelling
projects on social media carry a political affirmation of “the network society”
that is further complicated by what Bose reads as the novel’s analogy of
“traumatic memory to the technological unconscious as two species of with-
held information, each working beneath the surface of consciousness.”49

The virtual reality and instant data collection and streaming capacities of a
near-future networked society that also enforces global apartheid on the
right to move or make a life with resources, dignity, and political participa-
tion, and that hides the devastation of drone attacks: this is the nightmare of
Zadie Smith’s 2013 New Yorker short story, “Meet the President!”
(reprinted in Marcus). It is a bleak storyworld where a fourteen-year-old
boy of extreme wealth and privilege, appropriately “unused to proximity,”
loiters during one of his father’s inspections of the areas deliberately kept in
extreme deprivation. Bill Peek “had hit every mark that Pathways expected
of its pupils – walking, talking, divesting, monetizing, programming, aug-
menting.” He inhabits the cacoons of total institutional privilege and high-
tech virtual reality. And so it becomes “all the more shocking” to find
himself in close proximity with an abject young girl in the condemned zones.
Aggie, the girl, is abandoned there by her old woman companion while en
route to see her sister Melly’s body being “laid out.” The girl, Aggie,
intimates that she is a target:

“So it was all a lie,” Aggie said, throwing her head back dramatically to
consider the sky. “Plus one of them’s got my number. I’ve done nothing wrong
but still . . . one of them thing’s been following me, since the pier – even
before that.”

The boy pedantically corrects Aggie: what is vaguely called “the Program” is
“a precise business,” “they don’t track children,” and “if you’ve done
nothing wrong . . . you’ve nothing to worry about.”50 The narrative focal-
ized through him echoes the mendacious public discourse on “smart”
weapons and drone killings, and the reasoning that collateral damage was
a minimized if unavoidable result of the fight against “those with bad
intent.”

Eventually, the boy finds himself helping the young girl get to her destin-
ation, all the while uploading videos of himself with Aggie for school credit.
The boy merges his schoolwork and his virtual game – Meet the President! –
with the material world he shares however unequally with the girl, until the
climactic scene in which he is pushed forward toward the girl’s sister’s
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driftwood coffin, amid keening, jostled as he continues to play his game.
Trapped amid the crowd, the girl grieving her sister, it ends with the sensing
of an ominous surveillance from the sky.
The ominous surveillance from the sky in “Meet the President!”, the

drone-cut narratives of Cole’s stories about drones, and the god-view that
the narrator of “The Aleph” attains by seeing in the space of a single instant
the “unimaginable universe” in all its simultaneity: short fiction can encap-
sulate long time scales and cascades of spatial scale, unhindered by the
longer sequential form of narrative fiction in a struggle against its own
entropy. In short fiction, flash fiction, and microfiction, there can be the
flash of recognition that also transforms what and how we recognize life,
violence, and collectivity through story.
This chapter has tracked the productive tension in twenty-first-century

fiction between short forms and big troubles. This tension generates new
relationships of fiction to a political and historical imagination, to citational
modes that enlarge the fictional worlds of short stories, and to the repertoire
for narrating labor, migration, and war – not only as experiences, but also as
forces actively disavowed, willfully misunderstood, able to jump temporal
and spatial scales.
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